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Welcome to the April 2022 edition of Sudarshan’s ‘Color 

by Design’ monthly newsletter. Sudarshan is all set for the 

In-cosmetics Global 2022, Paris show. We are showcasing 

all the new launches, innovative marketing prototypes and 

much more. We can’t wait to see you at the show, join us 

at In-Cosmetics Global 2022 and visit our booth at S100. 

Do not forget to visit Innovation Zone box number 149 to 

learn more about newly launched highly innovative 

product. See you there!

Spring blossoms. The Easter Bunny. Stores filled with colorful Easter eggs, the 
Passion week, and the resurrection and life of Christ. Much like Christmas, Easter 
has become a holiday that has combined both pagan and Christian traditions to 
make what we know it to be today. What should Easter mean to you? We hope it 
means more than Easter egg hunts and chocolate Easter bunnies. Whatever you 
choose to do, it’s a great chance to spend some time with friends or family and 
celebrate love and good intentions. One easter egg is also hidden in this newsletter, 
read it carefully and spot the one.

K-Beauty has become a bit of a cult skincare term over the years, and one 

that is followed by beauty editors and celebrities, influencers and models. 

It's essentially any beauty trend that comes out South Korea, and usually 

involves glowing skin and hydrating products. Enter "Glass Skin". You too 

can shine like a goddess by perfecting the trendy “glass skin” look that 

originated from South Korea. Glass skin refers to a translucent and 

luminous complexion. Rather than applying heaps of makeup, the glass skin 

look emphasizes using light makeup that’s built upon well-hydrated skin. 

Before applying makeup, you may want to throw on a sheet mask or spritz 

some hydration mist. Highlighters illuminate skin and give the ultimate 

shimmery, glass-like effect. Liquid highlighters work best when trying to 

achieve a dewy and radiant appearance. Apply highlighter on the 

cheekbone, brow bone and Cupid’s bow of the lips, and apply just a smidge 

on the bridge of your nose and center of your forehead. In the US, 75% of 

Gen Z beauty product users feel best when they look like their natural self, 

underlining the importance of light makeup looks for these consumers. 

Liquid highlighters will also appeal to the 58% of female makeup users in 

the US who typically wear makeup to enhance their natural looks. Prestige 

Bright Silver 35162, Prestige Gold 35145 & Prestige Red 35147 are the best 

match for these highlighters. PRESTIGE BRIGHT SILVER 35162 15-70µm
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When it comes to skin care, men have traditionally kept it simple. However, more men are now pursuing healthier, younger-

looking skin, making it a great time for men to evaluate their skin care routine. A lot of men don’t use skin care products and 

those that do end up using women’s skin care products. But men have thicker, rougher skin and higher collagen density 

which means they need specific skin care. Which is why Sudarshan introduces 'Moisture for Men', a moisturizing cream 

made specifically with men in mind. Contact your sales representative now for a kit and formulation guideline.
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Silky Smooth 
Foundation

Sudarshan Chemicals inviting you to visit 
our booth at NYSCC Suppliers’ Day 2022. 

BOOTH NO. 453

Check out brand new formulation of liquid foundation formula using Sumicos Yellow LHM 2215C. Samples and NPD 
kits are available at our In-Cosmetics 2022 booth on S100.


